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Dear Parents, 

I hope you are all keeping well. As you know this year, due to COVID 19 we are 

unable to celebrate the 6th Class Graduation in the usual way. This year, to 

celebrate their Graduation we have come up with a few new ideas. We hope you will 

ALL GET INVOLVED and GIVE THEM A GOOD SEND OFF. 

 

We have contacted LIMERICK LIVE 95 and they are very enthusiastic about 

helping us. They are going to PLAY a brilliant ACTION SONG called ‘THE 

MACERENA’ at 6.30 p.m. on TUESDAY, 23rd JUNE, 2020. 

 

Please SAVE THIS DATE! When YOU HEAR THIS SONG being played, we WANT 

EVERYONE IN THE SCHOOL (from Junior infants to 6th class) to JOIN IN & 

DANCE WITH THE SONG.  

 

Gary Conor from Live 95 FM will be publicising this event on the radio and sending 

one of the Live 95 FM cars to drive around the areas of the participating schools 

on the evening of June 23rd to encourage people to get out and dance.  

Here is what you can do: 

- Learn how to do the Macarena and encourage the children to do so also, 

it’s actually quite easy 



- When you hear the song being played on Live 95 FM at 6.30 p.m. on 

Tuesday 23rd June, go outside where you are visible to dance the 

Macarena. 

- Look out for and wave to the Live 95 FM Shadow Crew if they pass by 

your house 

- Encourage neighbours, relations and friends to do the same 

- If you are joining up with family/friends, be sure to keep a social 

distance and adhere to HSE guidelines 

- Make a video of your child/family doing the Macarena, to be forwarded 

to the school and we will pass it onto Live 95 FM. They in turn will put 

as many videos as possible together to put on their website. This would 

be a nice keepsake.  

 

So get practising. The steps are really easy & repeated throughout the whole song. 

Below are links to the song 

  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JRRUtpp9QOU 

   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5xgKZF9d7qY&t=103s 

    https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iZ2e-xT81JA 

 

Some other local schools are also delighted to get involved. 

Each school has been asked to send a voice greeting to sixth class pupils to the 

radio station, so listen out for this in the coming days.  

I hope you will join in this small but significant celebration for 6th pupils all over 

the county. 

 

Kind Regards, 

T. Rocca Houlihan  
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